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Christmas
Providing Homes for Poor Haitian Families

More than 2,000 years ago, the Savior of the world was born with no place to lay his head but a manger. Today,
there are thousands of Haitian families who have no place to lay their heads but on dusty dirt floors, with nothing
but sticks and mud to protect them from the outside world.
This Advent, celebrate the Incarnation of Jesus Christ and glorify his name by opening your heart to a Haitian
family in desperate need. Your parish is partnering with Cross Catholic Outreach to provide safe, durable homes for
poor Haitian families. We are thankful for your compassion and generosity to provide support for the work of the
Kobonal Haiti Mission, which is striving to improve the lives of needy families through both material and spiritual
support.
A new home represents an answer to prayers and a gift that will give a family dignity for years to come. Help
us welcome poor families home!

Meet the Vieux Family
“We use buckets to catch water when
it rains,” Jacques Vieux says as he
walks around his crumbling house.
Jacques, his wife, Rosenie, Rosenie’s
elderly mother and their eight
children live crowded together in a
mud-and-stick shack. They’re just
one of the thousands of families in
desperate need of safe shelter.
There are holes in the roof of the
house, leaving the family vulnerable to
wind, rain and other harsh weather. Termites
have infested the wood, putting the entire
structure at risk of crumbling at a moment’s notice. Not
only are these quarters uncomfortable, they’re also unsafe.
Jacques has cried out to the Lord for help, and prays that his family’s suffering will come to an end.
Thousands of other Haitian families are in the same situation. They also seek shelter in shacks providing
little protection from the elements, and live in fear when dangerous tropical storms and hurricanes batter
Haiti every year. Together, we can be the answer to their cries for relief and provide the life-changing gift of
safe housing.

This Advent season, open your heart to a family in need of safe shelter!

Build a home for a poor family for just $6,981!
In contrast to the deplorable living conditions many Haitians like the
Vieux family endure, the Kobonal Haiti Mission builds quality four-room,
concrete-block homes with durable roofs that are strong enough to withstand
heavy storms. The Mission also repairs homes for families in need of support,
but who don’t require a completely new house.
When a family is chosen to receive a home or to have an existing one repaired,
it is a life-changing gift that is more than a simple handout. Each family selected
is invited to participate in the building process alongside a professional
construction crew. This sweat equity preserves the family’s dignity and helps
them develop a sense of personal ownership in and pride for their new home.
A $6,981 gift from your parish will cover the cost of materials and labor
to build a durable concrete house for a poor Haitian family. $776 covers the
average cost to repair a home for a family in need, giving safety and security.
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Go to our website to learn more about the “Homes for Christmas”
program and how to make your donation today!
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